
P3 Maths Activity – Wednesday 13th May 2020 
 

Learning Intention – I can count in tenths and record this on a number line.  
 
You Will Need –  
- Your jotter.  
- A sharp pencil. 
- A rubber. 
- A ruler.  
- Practical materials. 

 
Maths Starter Activity 
 
Let’s recap our learning on tenths so far.  
 

1) Draw a rectangle with 5/10th shaded in. 
2) Draw a rectangle with 8/10th shaded in. 

 
3) Answer the following questions – 
a) 1/10th of 30 = ____ 
b) 1/10th of 50 =____ 
c) 1/10th of 80 =____ 
d) 10th of ____= 40 
e) 10th of ____= 100 
f) 10th of ____= 60 

 
Tenths on a Number Line -  
 

 
 
Use the number line worksheet on the website to create your own tenth’s 
number line. Use the pictures on the sheet to help you with the following 
tasks.  



Mild 
 
Write each of the fractions from the number line onto small pieces of paper. 
Once you have written them all out muddle the pieces of paper up and try to 
put them back into the correct order from smallest to largest. Try to do this 
without using your number line and then use your number line to check your 
answers. If you would like a challenge, then time yourself doing it to see if you 
get faster the more you try it.  
 
Spicy 
 
Complete the ‘mild’ game.  
Once you have ordered your fraction cards 3 times then you can then try this.  
Close your eyes and ask an adult to remove one of the fraction cards from your 
sequence. When they have done this, you can open your eyes and try to guess 
which fraction is missing.  
 
Hot 
 
Complete the ‘mild’ and ‘spicy’ game. 
If you need an extra challenge, write down the number of tenths in the 
numbers below and draw a picture to illustrate it. 
 
Eg.  

1 6/10  
 
 
 
 
 

1) 3 
2) 4   3/10  
3) 2   5/10 
4) 5   1/10 
5) 10  


